1. The main statements. LetA = (a t j) be an n x n matrix over a field F. Denote by g^) the Lie algebra over F with 3n generators e., f i9 h v i^I-{1,..., n} and the following defining relations (i, ƒ G 7):
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(1)
[e P ff\ -«,/»,, [h p hj\ 9 [hp e f ]-a if e f9 \h t , fj\ + a/ f .
Set T = Z n 9 T + = {(k 19 . . . 9 k n )<E V\k t > 0}\{0} and let II = {ot l9 . . . , ot n ] be the standard basis of I\ Setting deg e. = -deg f t = a f for i G I defines a r-gradation q(A) = © aGr ï a . Let n ± = © aGr + ^± ot and fj = (T 0 . Then n + and TX _ are free Lie algebras over F with systems of free generators e x , . . . , e n and f x , . . . , f n9 respectively, and ^(A) = n_ 0t)0n + (direct sum of vector spaces), so that ô^. = Fe. 9 Q__ a . = Ff t for i G ƒ, and Ï) = 0 1 ¥h t [2, Chapter I]. Define (a H> ô) G Hom z (r, fj *) by a t (h f ) = a fi for /, ƒ G I.
Let r be the sum of all graded ideals in ^(A) intersecting f) trivially. We have the induced gradation r = ©Q, G r r a* Setting r ± = r O ÎX ± , we obtain that r = r + 0 r _ is a direct sum of ideals. Our main result is the following. PROOF. It is well known that the property (i) of A implies that all the elements (2) and (3) lie in r (see, e.g., [2, Lemma 9]).
In order to prove that these elements generate r ± , note that replacing h i by djhp d i E F* and e. by dj x e i is equivalent to replacing A by the matrix B = diag^j, . . . , d n )A. Therefore, by the property (ii) of A we can identify the Lie algebras ^(A) and (T(#)> where B = (b t j) is a symmetric matrix; it is also clear that we can choose d/s so that b ti are positive rational numbers. Define a symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on V by (a,., aj) = by, i, j E ƒ. Then we have a.--2(a /9 0LJ)l(pL t , c^.). Denote by g the quotient of ï(/4) by the ideal generated by all elements (2) and (3), let g = 0 g a be the induced gradation and 7 ± denote the image of r ± in g. We have the induced gradation F ± = ©asr + r laRecall that there exists ^ E Aut g such that [2, Lemma 10] «&«) = fl* f (a) and «Xf±)=r ± . Now suppose that"r + =£ 0 (the case r_ is similar). From among a = (k l , . . . , k n ) E T + such that r" a =£ 0 choose one of minimal height (i.e., S f fc z . is minimal). Then height s^a) > height a for all i E I. It follows that (a, a.) < 0 for all i E ƒ, and hence (a, a) < 0. Hence 2T a = S f>/ bykfo -2. Z^. < 0. This is a contradiction with Theorem 1. PROOF. This follows from Theorem 2 and the "denominator" identity proved in [3] . We remark that the proof in [3] 
works for the Lie algebra g'OO/r (but not §(A)). Thus the last corollary of [3] (in which Theorem

LEMMA 1. The following sequence of p-modules is exact
(4) o -o/[a, a] ^> U 0 <$)l*U 0 (p) -t U 0 (p) -0.
PROOF. The inclusion Im X C Ker 0 is clear. To show the other inclusion note that U(\>) = U($)/aU($). Hence Ker 0 = (U 0 (p) n aU(p))laU 0 (p) = aU(p)/*U 0 (p).
As U($) = F 0 U 0 (p), we see that Ker 0 C Im X.
Finally, we show that Ker X = 0. This is equivalent to a O af7 0 (p) = [a, a]. A standard Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem argument gives that this is equivalent to û n U 0 (a) 2 = [a, a] (in U(a) ). The inclusion D is obvious, and the other inclusion is shown by passage to U(a/[a 9 a]).
Recall that if F is a left module over a Lie algebra a, then given a Lie algebra homomorphism i//: a -• b, one defines the induced left b -module
where b E U(b), a E a, yG F, with an obvious action of b.
Now we turn to the Lie algebra £ = ^(A) associated to a symmetric matrix A = (a t j). Set g' = ôVr; denote by 7r the canonical homomorphism Q; -•> g\ We have the induced gradation g' = 0 aer ü' a and induced decomposition g' = nL 0 t) 0 n^ (we identify ( with TT(^) = gj,), SO where e^ is a basis of g' and e*? is a dual basis of g'_ 7 with respect to the invariant symmetric bilinear form on g' as in [4, p. 313] . This has been introduced in a slightly different form in [3] and differs from the version in [4] only by a factor Vi (we do it in order to include the case char F = 2). As usual, one shows by a direct computation that 12 commutes with e i and f f action, and as 12(u a ) = 0, obtains that 12 = 0. On the other hand, by the definition of 12, a primitive vector v EM(a) a _ j3 is an 12-eigenvector modulo a submodule, with eigenvalue Tp -(a, ]3). Hence, this eigenvalue is 0. Now we are able to complete the proof of Theorem 1. We apply the exact sequence (4) to p' = ïï_ and p = n'_. We clearly have the following isomorphisms of rT_-modules: U Q (ri_) = M x (0) = 0" =1 JUÇ-a^; the last isomorphism (of ^-modules, actually) is due to the fact that rt_ is a free Lie algebra and hence
